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The risk of loss in trading foreign exchange can be substantial. Trader should therefore carefully
consider whether such trading is suitable in light of your financial condition.
Trader may sustain a total loss of funds and any additional funds that Traders deposit with their
broker to maintain a position in the foreign exchange market. Actual past performance is no
guarantee of future results. Simulated performance results also have certain limitations unlike
actual performance records; simulated results do not represent composite trading.
Also, since trades have not actually been executed for this composite, the results may have
under-or-over compensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of
liquidity, simulated trading results, in general are also subject to the fact they are designed with
the benefit of hindsight. No representation can or is being made that any trading system will, or
is likely, to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown in this simulated performance
record.
Traders should read this disclaimer carefully because trading of currencies involves an
extremely high degree of risk of loss and is inappropriate for many individuals. Some studies
have shown that more than eighty percent of investors who trade in Foreign Exchange
ultimately lose money. Traders could lose all or part of the money that deposit in the currency
trading account. If traders meet any of the criteria set forth above, or if they have pursued only
conservative forms of investment in the past, traders may wish to study the risks of loss
involved in currency trading further before deem it an appropriate vehicle, or traders may decide
it is entirely inappropriate and never trade.
If traders decide to open a currency trading Account, EG & OP ask them to fully understand the
very risky nature of currency trading and that the funds which intend to deposit are purely risk
capital (i.e. money traders can afford to lose).
Traders should be aware that the loss of any deposited funds will not jeopardize their style of
living, nor will it substantially detract from thier retirement program or other personal or family
needs, and that such funds have not been borrowed.
E4-Group. reserves the right at its sole discretion to decline or limit trading activity on account
which does not meet the above Account suitability requirements.
If any question regarding the risks involved in trading foreign exchange and it is not clear for
you, Please do not trade it. If you need help for explanation on above, please contact support
@efxco.com
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